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MFH Sessions Over Time



Organic Traffic

Paid Traffic

Median Change: April 20 - May 3 vs. April 6-19

2-Week Over 2-Week Change



Organic Traffic

Paid Traffic

Median Change: March 9 - May 3  vs. Jan 13 - Mar 8

8-Week Over 8-Week Change



Marketing Performance
2-Week Over 2-Week Change 



Marketing Performance
8-Week Over 8-Week Change 



TCC Leads vs Store Visits



Total TCC Leads 

Average Change: March 9 - May 3 vs. Jan 13 - Mar 8

The Conversion Cloud Lead Increase



Goal Completions Over Time
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61+ Days to Lease
63% of April apartment seekers take 61+ days 
from initial search to move-in. 61% of May 
apartment seekers take 61+ days. 

The Long Journey to Leasing

91+ Days to Lease
The majority of apartment seekers are taking 
even longer than 61 days to lease. 49% of April 
apartment seekers take 91+ days from initial 
search to move-in. 46% of May apartment 
seekers take 91+ days. 



Stages in the Journey

● Lease is expiring
● Want or need to live 

in a new location

1 Awareness
● Research communities
● Visit and revisit a 

website to gather info
● Ask questions

2 Search

● Schedule a tour
● Compare amenities
● Consider floor plans 
● Evaluate pricing

3 Consideration
● Submit application 

and get qualified
● Sign a lease

4 Decision

Know Their Journey
Keep the prospect journey stages 
in mind.

Knowing the stages that prospects 
go through helps you deliver a 
timely message that speaks to the 
current needs of that prospect.

Keep prospects engaged during the 
search and consideration stages 
of their journey to drive results.



Back to the Website
Prospects take time before they become a lead. 35% of 
leads came back for another visit to the website before 
converting.

Five Or More Visits
8% of leads visited a single community website 5+ times before 
converting into a lead. During COVID-19 the percentage of leads that 
required 5+ touches increased by 12%.

Multiple Website Visits

High Involvement Decision
Leasing an apartment is a large decision. We’ve seen cases of 
prospects visiting a community website 30+ times before 
converting.



7+ Make 7+ impressions to enter a 
prospects consideration set

Impressions Make an Impact

Keep On Targeting
Research has proven that consumers require 
multiple exposures to a brand before they are 
comfortable taking action.

High involvement purchases can require more 
than the base level of 7 impressions. 

Delivering impressions to prospects who have 
shown interest in your community leads to 
higher conversion rates.



Keep Prospects Considering

Converted After 2 Months
This prospect visited a community website 
multiple times via organic search, and one day 
stopped returning to the site. 

Retargeting ads continued delivering to the 
prospect after their website visits stopped.

The prospect came upon a Display Retargeting 
ad nearly one month later. The prospect 
clicked the ad and scheduled a tour during 
that website visit.



Re-Engage With Instagram

Staying in Front of Leads
This prospect clicked through to the 
community website from a link in the 
instagram bio at the end of March. 

Two weeks later, she clicked on the 
Instagram Retargeting ad and visited the 
site again. 

That visit rekindled her interest in the 
community, returning to the site three 
consecutive days in April and scheduling a 
tour on the third day. 



Scheduled Tour 4+ Months Later

Staying Top of Mind
This prospect had four website visits in two 
months, reminded to return to the website by 
the retargeting ads they saw. 

The prospect had a one month absence from 
the website and seemed to go cold. 

Retargeting ads remained consistent and 
compelling. After the one month absence, the 
prospect clicked a Retargeting ad and 
scheduled a tour.
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How it Works

What is Retargeting?

Retargeting allows you to place ads in front of 
prospects who previously visited your website. 
Show ads across websites or in apps and platforms 
like Facebook.

To take advantage of retargeting, communities need 
to install a special website pixel on their site that 
assigns cookies on the browsers of their website 
visitors to track browsing behavior on other 
websites.

These cookies send data to ad platforms and let 
you target previous website visitors.



Why it Works

Benefits of Retargeting

Retargeting helps you deliver the 7+ impressions it takes to 
enter someone’s consideration set.

It gives you the ability to reach a warmer audience and get 
the full return on your initial investment in awareness 
campaigns. 

When it Works Best
● Times of uncertainty
● Highly-competitive markets
● When you have a large existing website audience
● When you have a small potential audience



Top-Performing Retargeting Channels

Display

Facebook

Instagram



Advantages
Display retargeting is the most frequently used retargeting channel. It allows 
communities to reach apartment seekers as they browse thousands of 
sites, making it an effective way to reach interested apartment seekers 
multiple times in the leasing journey. 

Display Retargeting

16%
Lift in Sessions

26%
Lift in Goals

Increase in Sessions and Goals!

W
Woodhouse



Advantages
Facebook is effective at driving high-intent prospects to a website directly 
from the platform. Facebook ads allow you to communicate longer messages, 
highlight key information, and call out next steps in the leasing process. 

Facebook Retargeting
Woodhouse Apartments

10%
Higher Conversion 

Rate Than FB 
Awareness

W
Woodhouse

High-Converting Website Traffic



Advantages
Instagram retargeting has had the highest conversion rates among the 
retargeting channels. These highly-visual ad formats give communities the 
opportunity to show off the best parts of their community through imagery 
and video.

Instagram Retargeting

Woodhouse Apartments

9%
Higher Conversion 

Rate Than IG 
Awareness

High-Converting Website Traffic
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What Is an Email Drip Campaign?

Email Drip Campaigns

Drip Campaign Benefits

Drip campaigns are a series of emails designed to move prospects 
through the leasing journey. At Conversion Logix a drip campaign often 
consists of four emails sent over a two - four month time period.

1. Keeps your community top of mind when apartment seekers are 
in the consideration stage

2. Prompts prospects to connect with your team by scheduling a 
tour, claiming an offer or applying for a lease

3. Your team has complete control of the message and the delivery 
of the campaign

4. Has the ability to re-engage old prospects



What You Should Communicate
1. Show off amenities and images they did not see in your social 

and display ads. 
2. Leads won’t always be ready to take next steps on their own. Talk 

about floor plans, pricing, and concessions to get leads thinking 
of next steps in their leasing journey.

3. Make them aware of next steps (schedule a tour, claim an offer, 
see if you qualify, etc).

4. Let them know best ways to connect with your team (Phone call, 
live chat, scheduling a tour, email) .

Email Drip Campaign Tips
● Use first name customization to personalize emails and increase 

opens.
● Optimize send times for the best results. 

Email Drip Campaigns



Text Nurturing Strategies

!

What is Text Nurturing?

Text Nurturing Benefits

Communicating with leads who opted to receive text messages 
with the goal of gauging intent and moving them through the 
leasing process. Use text nurturing to send promotions to new 
leads, prompt warm leads to schedule a tour, or reconnect with 
prospects who you have not heard from you in a few weeks. 

1. Texts have a higher chance of being seen. You face less 
competition for attention in their message inbox.

2. Texts allow for more instantaneous responses.
3. Personalize your messages with leads at different stages in 

the journey.



Text Nurturing Strategies

The Final Nudge to Lease
1. Even your warmest leads need motivation and assistance 

before signing a lease. 
2. Open a direct line of communication with your 

community’s warm or cold leads.
3. Text nurturing allows your team to address questions and 

keep leads moving forward in the leasing process. 

Tips for Text Nurturing
● Follow up with leads, gauge their interest in various floor 

plans, and understand their budget.
● Build a one-to-one relationship with prospects to make 

them comfortable with you and your community. 
● Maintain momentum in a lead’s leasing journey by 

providing quick answers to their questions. 

!



Key Takeaways
The Leasing Journey is Long
The bulk of apartment seekers are taking 2 or more months from 
initial search to move in. It is necessary to stay in front of prospects 
through their journey. 

Prospects Need Information as They Consider
Prospects who are searching and considering need key information 
to make their decision. Provide location, floor plan availability 
and pricing and direct them to take next steps. 

Retargeting Generates Warm Website Traffic
Returning prospects are more valuable than first time website 
visitors. Return visitors consistently convert at a higher rate than 
first time visitors. 

Lead Nurturing Goes the Distance
Addressing the needs of converted leads signs more leases. Deliver all 
info to make a decision and don’t be afraid to make the final ask. 



Evaluate your re-engagement strategy
Are you attracting one-time website visitors but 
failing to convert sufficient leads?

Reach out to us at
sales@clxmedia.com for a one on one consultation!

Visit us online at
ConversionLogix.com and schedule a call.

mailto:sales@clxmedia.com


The latest trends in MFH marketing and how they 
affect your community’s strategy

MFH Marketing Update

May 20th A Visit From Google!

How has search volume and search intent 
changed in recent weeks and what results can you 
expect in the coming months?

Recent Search Trends




